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Selected Sermons
Attributed to Saint Bonaventure

Introduction

In 2007, Franciscan Institute Publications \ras pleased to
publish for the first time in English a volume dedicated to the "sunday
Sermons" of Saint Bonaventure. This exceptional publication,
translated and edited by Dr. Timothy J. Johnson of Flagler College in
St. Augustine, Florida, was the twelfth volume in the Warks of Saint
Bonaaenture Series published by the Franciscan Institute under the
auspices of the BTTS proiect (Bonaventure Texts in Translation Series).r
Based on the eritical edition of the serrnons establishe d in lg77 W
Jacques Guy Bougerol and published in the prestigious Bibliotbeca
Franciscana Scbolastica Med,ii Aeaii series at Quaracchi,z the translation
of these sefinons by Dr. Johnson made available to the English-
reading public the exceptional content of a series of texts hitherto
available only to those who could manage to find the scholarly volume
and who \ilrere proficient in Latin.

These "Sunday Sermons" (sermones dominicales) had not been
edited in the ten volumes of the Opera Omnia of Saint Bonavenrure:
the monumental series published between 1882 and 1903 by the
Quaracchi Fathers. Hence, Bougerol's critical edition was a welcome
addition to the Bonaventurean corpus. Nor was a group of texts known
collectively as the sermons De Ternpore. The Frenchman sought to
remedy this lacuna, at least partially, by publishing these latter texts in
1990 but only in the schematic (outline) form in which they appear in
the manuscript Milan A 11 sup.3 The hunt for the full version of each

I Saint Bonaventure, Tlte Sanday Sermans, ed. and trans. Timothy J. Johnson,
Works of Saint Bonavenrure )OI (St. Bonaventure, NY: Franciscan Institute publications,
2007).

2 Sancti Bonauenfiirae, Sermona d.ominicales ad fidem codicum ntm.c dmuo ed.iti, ed.
Jacques Guy Bougerol, Bibliotheca Franciscana Scholastica Medii Aevi,27 (Grottaferrata
- Collegio S. Bonaventura: Padri Editori di Quaracchi,1977).

3 Saint Bonaventure, Sermons de tempore:,reportations d.u manuscript Milan,
Ambmimne A 1 1 sup., ed. Jacques Guy Bougerol (Paris: Editions franciscaine s, 1990), 7 .
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of these sermons and the establishment of a critical edition for them
would be an arduous task awaiting some enterprising scholar.

However, the fifth volume of the apera omnia of Saint
Bonaventure, published in 1891, does contain a set of four sermons and
a treatise attributed to Bonaventure and gathered under the rubric of
"Selected Sermons on Theological Subjects."4 The texts are as follows:
r $ermon I: "On the Three-Fold Testimony of the Most Holy

Trinity";
r $ermon II: "On the Kingdom of God as described in the

Gospel Parables";
r $ermon III: "On the Most Holy Body of Christ"; and.

r Jhe Treatise: "On the Planting of Paradise"

Each of these texts has now been translated into English by
Zachary Hayes, O.F.M., one of the pre-eminent scholars of the
theology of Saint Bonaventure of the twentieth cenrury. The fourth
sermon in the group - "On Christ the One Master of All" - had
already been published by the same translator in a much earlier
publication.5

A brief word of introduction is in order to help orient the
reader to these texts.

First, it should be noted that several years tgo, when
discussion arose about making this series of texts in the Opera Omnia
available in translation, the faculty of the Franciscan Institute - who
serve as the scholarly consultants for Franciscan Institute Publications

- decided not to publish these texts in the Works of Saint Bonaaentare
Series. The reason against inclusion pivoted on the fact that scholars
are not definitively certain that these texts can be authentically
attributed to Bonaventure himself. The Quaracchi editors were equally
careful - hence, their appearance in a separate section of Volume Five
of the Opera Omnia. At present, there is simply not enough evidence
from the manuscript tradition available to us about these texts to state
without hesitation that they are indeed from the hand of the Seraphic
Doctor.

a S. Bonaventurae, Opera Ornnia, V. Opuscula anria: tbeologica (Quaracchi:
Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1891), 533f.

s Wbat Manner of Man? Serruons on Christ by St. Bonaaenture, ed. and trans. by
Zachary Hayes (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 197+),21-55.
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Second, of the four texts published here, only the second -
the sermon on the Kingdom of God - has been studied in any depth
since their appearance in 1890. And, once again it is Bougerol who
published an updated critical edition of the sermon based on a close
examination of manuscript evidence not available at the time to the
Quaracchi editors.6 The translation follows this later edition. Indeed,
the Frenchman believes this updated text to be the re-worked version
of a sermon which first appeared in the form of a reportatio (that is, the
draft of the sermon taken down by r secretary at the time of its
delivery) which Bonaventure then, at a later time, expanded into a

veritable theological treatise in the form in which we have it today.
Moreover, according to Bougerol, the original sermon can also be
rather precisely dated. Having been offered "on the Fifth Sunday after
Epiphany" - a rather rare occurrence during the lifetime of
Bonaventure the seffnon must have been delivered either on
February 5, 1253 or February 6, 1256.In other words, it comes from a

time when the Seraphic Doctor was either finishing up his srudies as a
bachelier formatus (1253) or just after he had finally been awarded the
licentia docendi as regent master (I25O.?

Third, if it remains difficult to assign definitive dates to the
other texts included in this collection, the Quaracchi Fathers did argue
for a close association of the four serrnons and the treatise with
Bonaventure, based on the fact that he has expressed very similar ideas
and argumentations contained in these texts in some of his other
definitive writings.s Hence, the content of the first sermon on the
Trinity is closely connected to the thought expressed in qaaestio 2 of
the Disputed Qaestions 0n tbe Mystery of the Trinity. The disquisition on
the Kingdom of God - extremely rare in twelfth-century theological
writing - picks up a theme first announced in the prooemiam of the
second book of his Commentary 0n the Sentences and will be taken up
once again, between 1256 and 1257, in the Breoiloquiuru.e While
references to the Holy Eucharist can be found all throughout the
Bonaventurean corpus, the treatise on paradise has some echoes, it
would seem, with certain passages in the Collationes in Hexaerueron.

6 
Jacques Guy Bougerol, "Le Sermon de saint Bonaventure sur le royaume de

Dieu," Arcbiaes d.'bistoire doctrinale et littdraire du MoymAge 55 (1988) [but 1989]: 187-254.
7 Bougerol opts for the later dating reflective, he says, of a more polished

literary styl e and theological sophisti cation.
8 Cf. "Prolegomena, cap. D(," Opera OmniaV, xlv-xlvii.
e 

J.G. Bougerol, "sermon sur le royaume de Dieu," 208, with specific
references.
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Finally, the faculty of the Franciscan Institute would also like
to express its profound appreciation and delight to Zaehary Hayes for,
once again, having made these precious tems available to a wider,
English-reading audience. Zachary has had i long and fruitful
association with the Franeiscan Institute since the mid-1990s and, in
particular, with Franciscan Institute Publications. For he not only
contributed four separate volumes of uanslation in the Works of Saint
Bonauenture series: On tbe Reduction of tbe Ar-ts ta Tbeolog (Volurne I);
Dispated Qaestians on the Mystery of tbe Holy Trinity (Volume III);
Disputed, Questions an tbe l(nowleilge of Cbrist ffolume 

'tY); 
Collations un

tbe Seaen Grftt of the Holy Spirit (Tolume XI\D; and updated, with
inclusive language, the original translation of rhe ltinerariart rtentis in
Deuru ffolume II) by Philotheus Boehner, but he also served with
great distinction, from 2000-2005, as General Editor of the Bonaaenture
Texts in Tb'anslation Series (BTTS) - the editorial project that ensured
the continuation of the Works of Saint Bonaoenture series. For a

lifetime of study, teaching, scholarship and publication on the
Franciscan intellectual tradition - and most particularly on the works of
the Seraphic Doctor - the faculty of the Institute awarded Zachary in
2OOZ its highest honor: the lie Franciscan Institute Medal. ifrit
volume of translated texts thus serves as another wonderful gift from a

modern-day Franciscan master to the world of Franciscan scholarship
and to devotees of the thought of Saint Bonaventure.

Michael F. Cusato, O.F.M.
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